This is for information of all concerned that Phal Kendu Leaves of 2020 Crop as would be sold by the primary collectors to the Kenduleaf wing of the Forest Development at various collection centers (Phadies) in both regulated & deregulated areas of Jeypore, Khariar & Nabarangpur (KL) Divisions will be sold in advance through e-tender during 16.12.2019 to 18.12.2019 as per following programme.

1. Type of materials to be put to sale
   Advance sale of phal KL lots of 2020 crop in regulated & deregulated areas.

2. Date and time of availability of lot list, terms and conditions and documents in the website of OFDC.
   By 06.12.2019

3. Commencement of sale in the e-tender portal of OFDC
   From 10.00 hours of 16.12.2019

4. Last date and time for receipt of bids / offers in the portal (www.odishafdc.com)
   Up to 17.00 hours of 18.12.2019

5. Offline receipt of tender cost and EMD etc.
   Up to 17.00 hours of 20.12.2019

Lots remaining unsold in the above sale if any will be sold through e-tender during 27.12.2019 to 30.12.2019 as per following programme.

1. Type of materials to be put to sale
   Unsold lots of e-tender from 16.12.19 to 18.12.19 if any

2. Date and time of availability of lot list, terms and conditions and documents in the website of OFDC.
   From 23.12.19

3. Commencement of sale in the e-tender portal of OFDC
   From 10.00 hours of 27.12.19

4. Last date and time for receipt of bids / offers in the portal (www.odishafdc.com)
   Up to 17.00 hours of 30.12.19

5. Offline receipt of tender cost and EMD etc.
   Up to 17.00 hours of 01.01.2020

The subsequent treatment, transport arrangements to go-down of the green leaves both in deregulated and regulated areas will be done by the purchasers at their own risk and cost.

Interested purchasers are required to be registered/renewed with OFDC Ltd. for the year 2019-20 in order to take part in this e-tender sale. Facility of online registration/renewal is available in the Customers login in the home page of our above website. Purchasers can collect their customer ID from the said link and verify their present status (Active/Inactive) and to renew for 2019-20 if interested to enable them for participation in the e-tender sale. Further details can also be obtained in the above address.

For Odisha Forest Development Corporation Ltd.

MANAGING DIRECTOR